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The	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  Design	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  the	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  answer!Course	  Technology	  PTR Safari	  Books	  Online 9781598639834 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 15
Search	  Patterns O	  Reilly	  Media	  	  Inc. Safari	  Books	  Online 9781449380205 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
Encyclopedia	  of	  Fish	  Physiology Elsevier ScienceDirect 978-­‐0-­‐080923-­‐23-­‐9 n/a 0 0 0 1 1 10 1 0 0 1 1 0 15
The	  Promise	  of	  Wilderness University	  of	  Washington	  Press Project	  MUSE 9780295804224 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 14
Getting	  Started	  with	  Windows	  8	  Apps O	  Reilly	  Media	  	  Inc. Safari	  Books	  Online 9781449321222 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 14
Before	  the	  Crash Wayne	  State	  University	  Press Project	  MUSE 9780814337226 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
Psychology	  and	  Mental	  Health,	  5 Salem	  Press	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  Health Salem	  Health 978-­‐1-­‐58765-­‐556-­‐2 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 13
Advances	  in	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  Research Elsevier ScienceDirect 978-­‐0-­‐123814-­‐29-­‐6 0065-­‐230X 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 13
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  That	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  so	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  in	  his	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  Printed	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  Favv e	  ...,	  1646.Early	  En lish	  Books Onl ne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 12
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  and	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  1 Gale	  Cengage	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  Hopkins	  University	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  MUSE 9781421406992 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 12
The	  New	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  Poetry Rutgers	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  MUSE 9780813562902 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12
Powering	  the	  Future:	  A	  Scientist’s	  Guide	  to	  Energy	  Independence FT	  Press Safari	  Books	  Online 9780137083602 0 0 0 1 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
Is	  Graduate	  School	  Really	  for	  You? The	  Johns	  Hopkins	  University	  Press Project	  MUSE 9781421404820 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11
Android	  Cookbook O	  Reilly	  Media	  	  Inc. Safari	  Books	  Online 9781449335786 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 11
Excel®	  2010	  Bible John	  Wiley	  &	  Sons Safari	  Books	  Online 9780470474877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11
A	  full	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  of	  the	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  dreadful	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  at	  Port-­‐Royal	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  at	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  re-­‐printed	  at	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  [s.n.],	  1692.Early	  English	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  Online 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 4 0 10
Gale	  Directory	  of	  Publications	  and	  Broadcast	  Media	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  ed. Gale	  Cengage	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Ancestral	  Imprints Cork	  University	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  MUSE 9781909005044 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 10
The	  Menial	  Art	  of	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  Press	  of	  Colorado Project	  MUSE 9781607321767 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10
A	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  and	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  John	  Leech London	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  printed	  for	  Fr.	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  and	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  to	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  at	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  Westminster-­‐Hall,	  and	  Fleetstreet,	  1662.Early	  English	  Books	  Online 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
Cultural	  Genocide Rutgers	  University	  Press Project	  MUSE 9780813553443 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 9
John	  Dooley's	  Civil	  War The	  University	  of	  Tennessee	  Press Project	  MUSE 9781572338302 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 9
Encyclopedia	  of	  Sustainability	  vol.	  1 ABC-­‐CLIO	  LLC GOLD 9780313352621 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 8
Arabs	  and	  Muslims	  in	  the	  Media NYU	  Press Project	  MUSE 9780814729175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 1 0 8
Millennial	  Masculinity Wayne	  State	  University	  Press Project	  MUSE 9780814338445 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8
A	  complete	  dictionary	  of	  the	  Greek	  and	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  antiquities London	  :	  Printed	  for	  John	  Nicholson	  ...	  Tho.	  Newborough	  ...	  and	  John	  Bulford	  ...,	  1700.Early	  English	  Books	  Online 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7
The	  castle	  of	  knowledge [Imprinted	  at	  London	  :	  By	  Reginalde	  Wolfe,	  anno	  Domini,	  1556]Early	  English	  Books	  Online 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7
The	  grou[n]d	  of	  artes [Imprynted	  at	  London	  :	  In	  Powls	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  yarde	  at	  the	  sygne	  of	  the	  Brasen	  serpent	  by	  R.	  Wolfe,	  In	  the	  yeare	  of	  our	  Lord	  Christ	  M.	  D.	  xliii.	  in	  October	  [1543]]Early	  English	   ooks	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